
Sept 13 Reflection Board
Plus Delta Expecations Aha parking lot

Plus Votes

Simulation
---------------
Very informative Simulation

1

Relevant extra reading (book recommendations) 0

Diversity of attendees 0

doing session 3 before session 2
---------------
unit 1 session 3 before session 2

0

LPS Simulation 0

It was very useful and informative detailed lessons about supply chain
and Assembly,  Planning and procurement.

0

shares relevant extra reading materials 0

Delta Votes

Use easier template for Parade of Trades 0

have more time for the LPS Simulation 0

include a sketch with the simulation for unit 4 simulation 0

more materials on 1) Responsibilities of a lean Champion 
2) how to address/introduce Lean in an organization. 
towards the end of the course in the form of a summary

0

do a fishbone diagram example and compliment it with an A3 0

references for case studies 0

Aha! moments Votes

Units 6 & 7 put everything into prospective and helped the information in
the past unit get organized

1

- Reliability Vs. Predictability
- You are only as fast as your slowest operation
- Causes of Variations

0

Variation in productivity has a negative ripple effect on the project 0

control variability to control your flow 0



Excellent knowledge about Work progression, flow, variations and
planning falure

0

Variation is BAD Variability is GOOD 0

Value of LPS, compared to CPM method 0

The utilization of a Pull System results in a better and reliable outcome 0

First run studies
buildability Vs. Constructability

0

Parking Lot Votes

Expectations Votes

1) applications of Lean, 2) Responsibilities of a lean Champion 
3) how to address/introduce Lean in an organization

1

New point of view how to improve the project, reinforcing the planning,
involving all the team, and optimizing the process

0

Practical implications of Lean 0


